Abstract. The features of microdefect formation during dislocation-free Si single crystals are considered in connection with the specific thermal CZ growing conditions. For this purpose the thermal crystal growth histories are calculated by means of a global thermal mathematical model and then on their basis the intrinsic point defect recombination and microdefect formation are modeled numerically. Difficulty of such integrated approach is explained by of the complicated and conjugated thermal modeling and a presence of various temperature zones in growing single crystal, answering to various defect formation mechanisms.
Introduction
For silicon single crystal growing with the controllable microdefect density it is necessary the control of temperature and thermal gradients in the certain temperature ranges on growing crystal length. For an adequate modeling of heat transfer features in CZ crystal growth furnaces with the various design of hot zones in application to 200 mm diameter Si ingots we use our global thermal model [1] . The defect formation in dislocation-free Si single crystals is determined by a presence of IPD (intrinsic point defects) and oxygen distributions. In growing single crystal the four characteristic thermal ranges may be are allocated: 1) closely to crystal/melt interface (1410 о С) the IPD recombination (vacancies -v and interstitials -i) occurs; 2) at 1100 -1050 о С microvoids and Si interstitial clusters are formed; 3) at 950 -750 о С there is a decomposition of solid oxygen solution with the migration of oxygen precipitation centers; 4) at 750 -450 о С the precipitation sizes grow and the final microdefect distribution in single crystal is formed. The technical means for operating by a distribution of various thermal ranges in growing Si crystal are the special designs of thermal shields. The construction, fastening and material of the shield and its location in CZ hot zone are an object of patenting [2] . Application of the similar design of thermal shield has allowed a pull rate increasing up to 0.9 mm/min. However the more pull rates result to well-known ingot diameter distortion. According to modern representations, the temperature gradients near to an interface influence on an residual concentration of vacancies and interstitials after its recombination, and at T = 1100 -1000ºC they influence on size and density of grown-in microdefects in Si ingot. It corresponds to 1) and 2) temperature ranges considered above. By present time we have realized the integrated calculation of a thermal field and defect formation for these two cases. We shall consider it and accompanying problems in more details.
Global CZ Heat Transfer Modeling
One of the important problems of adequate thermal modeling is an account of melt convection. It was needed a development of new software and it was carried out by the integrated approach, including the global thermal modeling [1] and taking into account of a melt convection in threedimensional approximation, too.
Let's consider the two stages of 200 mm diameter dislocation-free Si crystal growing, corresponding to 10 and 50% lengths of cylindrical body with fast pull rate (1 mm/min). The pictures of convective streams in a melt for 10, 50 % growing stages are shown on Fig. 1a ,b. For 50% cylindrical body the crucible rotation has been increased a little bit (up to Rossby's number -0.54). The crucible lifting up led to a reduction of lateral heating and to decrease of Grasgoff's number up to 1.7×10 9 with a transition to the combined bottom-lateral heating. It caused the weakening and removal of the initial vortex from under-crystal melt region, which provided a quick lateral heat transfer from a crucible. Simultaneously the new under-crystal vortex is formed, which provides heat transfer from crucible bottom to an interface. During this period a rotation crucible rate is increased. However it cannot suppress this arising under-crystal vortex. In result an efficiency of convective heat transfer from a lateral crucible wall is reduced. Therefore in order to prevent a possible freezing a heater power is increased. The analysis of global thermal field (Fig. 2a,b) shows that the melt meniscus is not overheated and its height for growing stages does not exceed 7 -8 mm, providing its steady shape and crystal growth angle. Thus, such crystal growth eliminates known distortion problem. Here for critical -30% growing stage the more essential heater power minimum reaches at 64 kW. The "freezing" tendency of melt center on 30% stage is found out, but it is not essential and on 50% growing stage it disappears.
Modeling of IPD Diffusion and Recombination
The following step of integrated approach is a construction of the thermal history of grown crystal and modeling on its basis of IPD recombination process in temperature range -1). Briefly we shall describe the used model [3] . An annihilation of vacancies and interstitials closely to an interface substantially determines their subsequent migration and distribution in Si ingot. An annihilation speed is equal to a difference between speeds of direct recombination reaction and back reaction of thermal IPD generation:
, where K iv is named as recombination factor. In CZ silicon single crystal the vacancies and interstitials migrate by means of convective diffusion, the thermodiffusion is neglected. The system of the stationary equations for calculation of vacancies C v (r,z) and interstitials C i (r,z) concentrations is following: -5 eV/K. In this case it is required to set 9 parameters. They are connected themselves by certain ratio. First, the known coefficient of self-diffusion in Si, and also diffusion coefficients of some impurities (Au, Zn etc.) allow to estimate D i C ie , and the sum of energies: E iD + E i = 4.8 eV, and D im C im ≈ 2.6×10 11 s -1 cm -1 . Second, the critical value ξ crit for transition from interstitial to vacancy growing mode is approximately estimated by Voronkov's formula: 
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An energy recombination barrier E rec is not known, but it corresponds to "fast" recombination. This condition is carried out, if E rec does not exceed 1.5 eV. The recombination radius r cap is accepted equal to 3.0×10 -8 cm. -19 cm 3 /s is small. The diffusion task may be reduced to one independent variable by choosing of C iv = C i -C v . Then an each concentration will be expressed:
The equation for C iv (r,z,t) is resulted by substitution in the initial equations:
For an example, the contours of C iv are shown on Fig. 3: (b) -at vacancy and (c) -mixed, vacancyinterstitial growing modes. The distinctions are caused by different ratios of pull rate and an axial temperature gradient on interface. In case (b) a concentration of residual vacancies is significant, because a growth rate exceeds the critical value V t . However at V Р ≈ V t an interstitial concentration increases and there is narrowing of vacancy region to the crystal center and a formation of interstitial region near to its lateral surface. 
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Modeling of Agglomeration of Residual IPD in Microdefects
For modeling of microdefect formation in a temperature range -2) both an ingot cooling rate and residual IPD concentrations after recombination are required. The present step of integrated approach is realized as two -dimensional varient of the following physical model [4] . In the beginning for definition of the free and connected vacancy fractions it is convenient to consider an equilibrium concentration vO 2 (C be ), which is proportional to an oxygen concentration C o : In approximation of stationary rate it is possible to use the classical theory of nucleation, according to which a void formation rate is: 
Summary
May be concluded, that the integrated model have been developed, which allowing the analysis of global thermal processes in CZ hot zone, IPD diffusion and recombination, and microdefect agglomeration during growing of dislocation-free Si ingot. This approach may be useful for an optimization of set programs of heater power, pull rate, crystal and crucible rotation rates, magnetic field. This work was supported by RFBR grant 07-02-00084 and MEMC Inc.
